
















San Jose State 
Community 
Since  1934 
Monday,









way to describe the 
SJSU parking 
problem is: nothing's 
changed. 
There is just 
as much as there 
was last semesterabout
 4,000 
spaces ; and as many 
students
about 





 starts early in 
the morning and 
it's not long until 
the 
line










 one to 
a car, for the 
attendant
 to open the 
gate. They
 curse the parking
 




problem. There's a class
 problem," 
said Jack
 Lehr, Ninth Street garage 
parking supervisor. 
"The problem's from 9:30 to 
11:30. That's when all the classes 
are,"he
 said. "Why should the 
taxpayers pay $3 million for 
another  
parking garage because the kids 
don't want to take afternoon 
classes?" 
He said that while the parking 
garage is 
full
 in the morning there is 
plenty of room in 
the  afternoon 




Lehr had  to 
close  the garage 
about 9:15 a.m, when 
it had been 
filled to capacity.





 up to the 
full
 sign, 
could only be 
annoyed  by the system 
that was 




 they have cars 
coming 
out at 9:30 
they
 don't open 










 office that tells him 
how many 
cars are on each level, he 
said. 
But lehr can't 
open




he can be sure the 
students  will find 
them 
and not just 
leave  their cars 
anywhere
 when they 
get frustrated 
and late for class. 
A solution 
might be to 
put one 
attendant
 at the exit and
 another at 
the. entrance with




 where space 
is 
open. 
As a car 
left




 may happen next 
year, but the 




The problem at the 
Ninth  Street 
garage, as far
 as Lehr is concerned, 
is the pay -as -you -leave
 system. 
"After 
they get in they start 
trying to 
figure
 'How  can I 
get out 
without paying,' " he said. And, he 
can  show several 
escape
 routes that 
people have used: 
over  curbs; down 
the up ramp and 
out the entrance. 




 one student tried to slip 
out 
before  the gate closed after
 
another car. The 
car in front 
stopped short and
 got rearended. 
"It cost 
that guy a lot more than 
a quarter," 
Lehr said. 
The system of paying
 first, like 
at the Seventh 
Street  garage, works 
much  better, Lehr said. "If I 
had  the 
cash first I wouldn't 
have  to worry. 
They could drive right off the top 
deck then,"
 he said. 





 I'm late again because of the stupid parking
 lots." 
SJSU commuter Eileen Himelsbach 
finds  the going slow as she 
tries to inch her way into the San Fernando 
parking garage. 
A little 
after  10 a.m. Lehr 
checked the counter and 
decided
 he 
could open the 
gate.  As Lehr moved 
the
 full sign out of the
 way, Ham-
mond 
accelerated  up the 
ramp  
yelling, "It's 
about time" as 
he 
roared by to 
start his search 
for a 
precious 
parking  space. 
Lehr stood 
at the entrance 
watching  the 
cars
 racing one 
another
 up the 
ramp.  To 
many,
 
waiting to get in, he 
is the villain, but 
he's just
 trying to 
make






















were  issued in and around 
SJSU totaling $21,280. 
"That is a 
small amount", said 
Jim Burley, parking
 services 




 in their 
parking and often know they are in 
violation," 
he added. 
Although parking violations 
occur all over campus, the hardest 
hit areas are the permit lots, Hurley 
said. These areas are reserved for 
faculty, employees, the disabled and 
dorm residents. 
Because these 
lots are close to 
the center of campus, permits have 
been stolen or forged, Hurley 
said.  
Also, duplicate permits have been 
sold by permits -holders who falsely 
reported
 them lost and were issued 
new 
ones. 
"Most people don't understand 
how serious this is," said University 
Police Lt. Larry James. "They are 
subject to criminal prosecution." He 
added it can be a misdemeanor or a 
felony depending on how a permit is 
obtrained. First offenders
 usually 
receive a fine or are  
placed on 
probation by the court, James said. 
Unpaid parking tickets are 
automatically 
turned over to the 
courts who in turn issue 
a warrant 
for arrest, which technically means 
you can be arrested
 at any time, 
James said. 
There is some 
good news. Night 
students at 
SJSU
 will have the
 op-
portunity to 

















 can be 






103, or in 
the 
Spartan Bookstore
 after 5 p.m. 
daily. 






































































































state  wide 
committee  
decided 
not to go with 
the policy 
because it would




 Ryan, A.S. 
president
 and a member




 to Dr. 
Raymond 
Miller, 









 $108 bid, 
researched




 sense that 













audits and a 
clause saying 
that augmented 


















students will go to 





taught  by prof 
By Darcy Asvitt 




Dr.  Herman Cohen, 
will  
be
 discussed in a 
Special Topics 
class he 
will teach this 













 the freedom 
not to speak 
is not secure 
because  of 
actions and 
decisions








right not ot 




and that we 
need







all  should 
enjoy maximum 
freedom
 of speech, 
Cohen has








photo  by Terry 
Stelma 
20 years. 
His interest in freedom 
of 
speech dates 
back  to his years at 
Iowa
 State University 
where he 
graduated
 in 1954. 
Cohen, 54, will 
teach three 
courses during 






deals  with freedom 
of speech. 
"The class
 will aid in developing 
a philosophy or 
th-Jory  of freedom of 
speech," stated Cohen. 
The gentle 
soft-spoken  
professor, who is quick 
to smile, 




since he is only content with 
his teaching when 
the student can 
learn to reason, analyze,
 and 




"The job of the 
teacher
 is to find 
ways to get the student to 
learn  and 
develop 
wisdom," said Cohen. 
Before 
his  recent interest in 







 of the 18th century.
 He is a 
contributing author





Two,"  and 
has
 written numerous

















for this field, 
and head 
of his 






SJSU  as 
somewhat  
refreshing. 
"It's  a nice 









 home at 





enn tate this 
summer.
 
When  not 




 time to 
sketch.
 His 
sketches  are 
abstract  in 
form 
















 Jenkins, who is 
being 















Municipal  Court 
granted  a 
delay  until 
Feb.
 8. At the 
time 
Jenkins will 
again  appear 
before
 the 
court  to enter 
his plea and 
have the 















 with a deadly weapon. 
Jenkins was 
arrested  by San 
Jose 








not be  released even
 if bail is posted 
because
 of a 
California  Youth 
Authority parole 
hold, according to 




A parole hold 
may be placed






 of his 
parole,
 such as 
being 
arrested.  It 



















Ryan  the 
evaluations
 will be 





 for health 
services








two policies in 




 as basic 
care and 
augmented 







the  services 
which  they 
consider to be 
augmented  and those 
that are 
considered  lobe basic care, 
Ryan said. 
"Basic 







medical help, for 
example,
 a student who 
has the flu, 
or a broken arm," she 
explained. 
The money to pay 
for basic care 
comes from student fees, she added. 
Augmented services deal with 
the preventive aspects of medical 
care, such 
as gynecological and 
birth control 
services,  Ryan said. 
"Augmented 
services
 require a 
fee which covers the  cost of what the 
health center would have to 
pay,"  
she added. 
According to Ryan, no decision 
has been made in regards to 
gynecological or birth control 
services becoming considered basic 
care at SJSU. 
The clause which the committee 
recommended said services ap-
proved by the chancellor 
no longer 
needed the approval from the board 
of trustees, she said. 
The nine 
member
 board is ex-
pected to meet again sometime
 in 











(Center),  leads a 




on Tuesday. The 
committee 
decided






















 by the 
Board  
of Trustees
 in alloting 






 300 units of 
student  
housing,  may soon 
be an indication 
of things 





















































































































































































































 two months ago, "down with the 
shah" protests by Iranian students were for 




 people wearing masks and 
shouting, "The shah is a U.S. puppet" and 
other 
chants.  
And while the cliches of the 
Iranian 
students can
 still bring a laugh or two, the 
seriousness of the Iranian political struggle 
has come 
at
 last to the front of world concern. 
As the turmoil hits new peaks 
of intensity, 
Iranian students 
in the United States are 
becoming  more vehement in their denun-
ciation of the shah. A few weeks ago that 
vehemence resulted in some protesters 
smashing up a car and throwing rocks at a 




Following the incident, President Carter 
announced that any Iranian students engaging 
in violence in this country will be deported. 
On its face, this seems a reasonable 
policy. 
Foreigners  destroying property of 
American citizens quickly lose their welcome. 
However,  there are a couple of reasons we 
believe the U.S. 
government  should take a 
more lenient attitude until the political heat 
generated by the battle for Iran cools. 
When 
Secretary
 of  State Dean Rusk 
asked 
Attorney General Robert Kennedy 
to exercise 
a similar deportation
 of Iranian students 
in 
the early 60's, 
Kennedy  told him 
to "stick it." 
He did so 
because
 of the 
liklihood
 the shah 
would have those students executed. 
The 
shah
 is not in Iran right
 now, and new 




But by the way 
Bakhtiar  has handled 
mounting 
opposition  to his 
government
letting the 
military gun down protesterswe
 
fear he may yet resort to 
political im-
prisonment
 as a way of maintaining order. 
Sending
 students back to Iran under those 
circumstances could mean sending
 them to 
prison, torture and even execution. That 
seems a stiff sentence for a few broken 
win-
dows. 
Any violence or destruction caused by the 
fervent Iranian students should of course land 
them in jail and they should be prosecuted. 
That is a much surer and fairer
 punishment 
than sending them into uncertainty and 
probable danger. 
Tracking
 the idling beasties 
By 
John W. Jones 
Many perils befall us as students 
at SJSU. Bookstore lines are en-
dless, professors are already piling 
on huge amounts 
of reading and 




problem  which SJSU 
inflicts  
upon
 us, however, is the 
parking dilemma. 
The last available parking place 
within a 
five -mile radius of SJSU 
was spotted on the first day of 
classes at the corner of 19th and San 
John Jones is a 
Spartan
 Daily editor 
Antonio
 streets. By 
the time the 
student
 who claimed 
the  place had 
parked and
 walked to 
campus,
 it 
was too late for 
his class, the 
only
 




 to the 
miserable 
shortage  of parking 
places,  we must 
also 
bear  the long 
lines  of cars at-
tempting
 to enter the













trying to enter 






 of hilarious. An 
alien  
from 
another  planet 
would  probably 
assume that














power was taking place
 before his 
eyes as 
cars
 weave in and 
out  of line 
all hoping
 for the coveted 
parking 
place next 
to the stairwell. 
For the frustrated student 
behind the wheel,




during  their wait to 
enter, or 
not enter, the garage. 
Many types of 
drivers never 
show their true form 
until  they are 
caught 
in a parking garage line
 on 
Seventh
 or Eleventh streets. 
As the lines grow longer, the 
time for classes to begin shorter, 
and Dr. Don Rose louder, many 
drivers begin to show their true 
selves
 
Perhaps the most prevalent type 
waiting in line is the Linius In-
terruptus specie. This driver can 
always be found on the side 
streets  
of the main 
arteries  to the garages. 




terruptus  makes its move and 
charges triumphantly before any 
car
 large or small to make 
its  own 
place in line. 
A close relation to 
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Thomas  Van 
Dyke.  
commonly known as the four-wheel 
sloth. Although few persons have 
encountered this
 type, as it is 
usually found 
within
 the garage 
itself, driving behind Obstructus can 





habit of stopping regularly at every 
row in the garage, scanning 
the row 
for an empty 
space,  and then movng 
on to 






structus is its instinctive
 searching 
of places on floors 
which  were filled 
hours before 
it




causes  a humungus traffic
 jam, 
stretching  all the way
 to Bascom 
Avenus on 1280 
On
 a lesser scale 
of






 a person who 
has  parked in 
the garages
 for years, 
pulls  up to the 
attendant
 at the entrance
 to the 
garage 
and  asks, "How 
much is it?" 





the 25-cent charge, it 
goes into a mad  search to find its 
backpack, which it placed 
in its car 
only an hour earlier, 





frustrating types is 
the Handicappus 
Fakeus specie. 
Thinking it is 
superior in in-
telligence  to all other drivers, 
Fakeus endures the long
 lines only to 
blatantly 
pull 4nto the handicapped 
parking places on the first floor. 
Fakeus then leans over into 
the 
back seat and extracts 
a pair of 
crotched
 and goes off to 
class, 
fooling 
all those in line to thinking 
he 






 hated driver is the Parkus 
Doublus 
type. Nothing can be more 
disheartening
 to the driver who
 has 
thought he has 
found  a place to park 
that, upon arriving 
at it, discover 
thaa Doublus
 has taken two places,
 
parking 
directly  over the
 line 































By Norman Gotwetter 
Unfortunately, many professors 
at SJSU sometimes seem to forget 
colleges are here for the benefit of 
the students, not for their 
own 
comfort. 
How many times, for example, 
have you sat in a half- to three-
quarters full classroom, listening to 
the professor tell a 
person who 
wants to add the ChM there's no 
room?  
Granted, there are sometimes 
seemingly 
valid reasons for the 
professor's desire to 
keep  the class 
small. A class 
which deals in 
discussion
 much of the time 
operates more 
easily  when there are 
fewer students in the class to begin 
with.
 
But there's also the other side. 
What about the student who is 
turned away from a class he or she 
needs only because the professor 
wishes to keep the class small for 
one reason or another? 
Are we to tell 
these students, 
"Sorry. After all, 
we can't in -
Norman Got wetter is a 
Spartan Daily reporter 
convenience the professor and you 
can always take the class next 
semester. 
"Oh, this is 
your last semester? 







































































"but  you 
can  
go










the  spirit of 
perserverance,  
he scurries 
over to the 
football  of-
fice, only 
to find they 














































































































coach Lynn's name crossed off for 
the section he seeks and coach 
Rastovski's name pencilled in. 
"Where
 can I 
find  coach 
Rastovski?"  the 
student





"Oh," replies the secretary, "he 
doesn't work here anymore, but they 
would know who replaced him over 










































 have a kernel of truth. 
Students are being hurt and bogged 
down in the educational process
 
because of 
professors who, thinking 
only of themselves, prefer 
a small 
class. 
Some, in fact, decide to have 
their class revolve around 
discussions  which in turn, in their 
opinion, would require a smaller 
class size. 
While it might be inconvenient 
for them to change 
their  method of 
teaching the class, it's much more 
inconvenient 
for students to have to 
reschedule their 
program or take 
the course at a 




reason  commonly used 
by
 professors to justify
 their limiting 
of class size,
 is the number of text-
books available for the 
course.  After 
all, they 
profess, how can one teach 
a 
class  if not all the students
 can 
have a textbook? 
Although this may not 
endear 
them to the
 Spartan Bookstore, the 
professor  could 
easily
 find where the
 
book is 




 is only one 
possibility.
 There are 
other  colleges 
and 
universities  within





 to do is 
make a 
few  phone calls to find 
where
 
more supplies of the books
 may be. 
But here's
 the catch. 
Why should they
 do it when it's 
more
 convenient for them
 to have a 
smaller class?








benefit,  not the 
professors.  
They 
owe  it to the 
student to 
do the 











has even begun. 







The policy of 
the  Spartan Daily 
regarding 
letters  and material 
submitted 
from individuals or 
organizations 
outside of the Spartan 
Daily staff is as follows: 
Letters 
 Letters should be 
submitted at 
the Daily 
office (JC 208) between 
9a.m. and 
5 p.m. weekdays or by 
mail to the Forum 
Page, do the Spartan Daily, San 
Jose State University, 125 So. 
Seventh St., San Jose, Ca. 
95192. 
 All letters 
must  include the 
writer's signature, major, class 
standing, address and telephone 
number. Only the name, major and 
class standing will be printed. 
 The Spartan Daily reserves the 
right to edit for length, style, in-
vasion of privacy  and libel. 
 The 
Spartan Daily reserves the 
right to limit the number of letters 
on a given topic after a sufficient 
amount of comment has appeared. 
Forum 
 The intent of the Spartan Daily 
Forum page is to present a variety 













the  position of 









 and will 
































































Cartoons  by 






 the views of the 
Daily.  
Nr
February  5, 1979,














 what he 
preaches
 
By Karen Ewing 
Frank Schiavo, Santa 
Clara Valley's "En-
vironmentalist of the 
Year"  thinks of himself as 
an 
"influencer, not a 
teacher. 









 and into 
their own life," Schiavo, an 
SJSU environmental sudies 
instructor, said.
 
Schiavo, 39, is 
presently "influencing" 
others
 in his "En-
vironmental
 Education for 
Teachers" and two 
"En-
vironment 


































local group, to name 
Schiavo 
Santa  Clara 
Valley's Environmentalist 





"We don't do this every 
year, only when we feel 
someone 
has done 
something  worthy 
enough  
of the 
award,"  Brannon 
said. "The person must be 
a broad -scope en-
vironmentalist, have 
a 
sphere of influence and 
have various projects." 
A solar greenhouse,
 
attached to his house's 
southern wall, is Schiavo's 
latest 
project.  When 
completed, the 
structure  
will be not only a garden 
area but 








 the heat. 
Also the three
 walls and the 




Approximately  100 
five
-gallon cans, filled with 
water, will be stacked 
next  
to
 the southern wall. The 
sun will warm the water 
during the 
day. 
All windows of the 
house's
 southern wall will 
be open. The normal 
greenhouse
 effect, in 
ad-
dition 
to the heat storage
 of 
the water, will warn
 
Schiavo's home
 into the low 
70s. 
said. Many of the workers 




 Solar Energy 
Conference held at SJSU in 
January. Schiavo and some 
friends are completing the 
project.  
Cost  of the 40 -feet -long, 
7 
-feet-wide  greenhouse 
was $2,600. However, 
Schiavo said, that the 55 




homeowners,  the 
'I think every teacher can 
incorporate 
elements  of 
environmental c o n - 
cern...into their own life.' 
Both wall and roof 
vents will 
prevent  the 
greenhouse from
 
overheating in the sum-
mer, Schiavo said. 
The structure will have 
taken 
six or seven 
weekends to build, Schiavo 
project
 will 















































gold  ram's -head 
ring. They 
seem to peg E. 
Joseph  Cossinan, the 
author 
of "How I 
Made 
$1,000,000  in Mail Order" as 
a brash businessman. 
But 












 to benefit the 
SJSU School of 
Business' 
Small 
Business  Institute. 
He'll 






'corporate  salaryitis' 
he 
has  exchanged the 
entrepreneur's
 spark for 
what  he calls "corporate 
salaryitis." 
It is the concepts of 
security and self -direction 
that he 
emphasizes  over 
and over 
as he sits by the 
rain
-streaked window of 
his hotel room in San Jose. 
A 
salary is false 
security  in Cossman's 
view. 
Entrepreneurship  is 
real  security. 
-Once 
you learn to 

























matters more to him than 
just piling up money. 
"Money to me is a 
secondary thing," he said. 
"If  you do what you enjoy, 
money comes. Money's 
stored energy. You can go 
against that grain, do what 
you want to do with money 
in the bank." 
Cossman has
 stored 
plenty of that green energy 
for 
himself and is now 
trying to 
fill  in what he sees 
















 to Cossman. 
He 
believes that by the 
time  a person leaves 
college
 or even high school, 
system you never lose 
security,"
 he said. "The 
problems and 
solutions  to 
those problems are in the 
same 
system. 
"The entrepreneur is 
flexible. He rode out the 
depression by starting 
truck lines and comic 
books. 
He















He says his methods 
can be used on anything 
from ant 
farms,  which he 





Money  hardly enters 
his 




people,  confidence, 
Associated Students Program 
Board 
San Jose State University 
Presents 
One of the 
best
 dance companies 
















 to a 
wondrous
 

























without  the 
grace  and 
abandon
 of this 





evening  of 
extraordinary  pitch 
and dimension." 
The




February  14, 1979 8:00 P.M. 













SiSllStudent  Union 
277.2731 and San 
Jose





 February 15 has
 
been rescheduled for February 14 
Thus,. 
holding
 Tickets for 
Februor  15 may 
exchange them 
at the 
A S Business (ghee 

















 not the 
best of 
worlds, 
but it's the 
best in 
photo by Ldt Razavl 
E. Joseph 
Cossman





you want about this 
country. But people want to 
come here -it's the land of 
opportunity. 
"An American  cab 
driver lives better than a 
European  executive -not 
materially,  but in degree of 
choices. 
"You have 220 million 
people with the same 
language and the same 
currency.





conversation  with 
Cossman
 gives the distinct 
impression
 that the man 
has never heard of 
negatives.  His confidence 
is 
catching -it makes me 





Provided,  of course, 
that you follow COSSMan's 
cardinal rule: Don't quit. 
111 The Associated Students Proof EMI Board presents
 
an evening woth 






Pal Melheny plays 








 8 PM 
Morris Dailey 





on advance. 06 at door 
Gen public 96 in 
advance, $ 7 at door 
Tickets




Office.  Galactic Zoo
 Otos Gatosl 
A 
S Business Office
 I 2nd floor 
Student
 Onion! 
For  info 







 your A 
S Feesm..m.  
and that solar energy can 
work  right now," Schiavo 
said. ' Any home with a 
good southern 
exposure 







is doing in 
his home 
include  a new 
pilotless  
gas  stove 






































Jill Steinberg, a 
psychologist
 








 room 101. 
In the all -day session, the focus 
will be on conflicts that often arise 
between young women in their teens 










































































build the new item 
He considers his 
prize 
to 
be a 15 -year
-old,  propane 
powered 
Chevy II with  
350,000 




 said. "I 
really love








and  finding jobs 














will also use his greenhouse 
and yard are to grow food. 
'If I 
have
 to water and 
weed it, it's going to be for 
food, not lawn," Schiavo 
said. Santa Clara Valley 
has soil considered to be 













education, community and 




















































































It was a combination of 
Schiavo's
 lifestyle and his 
ability to motivate others 
which won him 
his recent 
award, Brannon said. 
He is a man who 
practices what he 






University  of Arizona 
otters 
more than 40 courses. ie , 
anthropology,  bilingual
 edu-
cation, history. Spanish. 
etc at Guadalajara, Mexico. 
July 
2 - August 10 Tuition 
$265
 


















































CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
Now 
that  you are back 
from the holidays,  
make
 sure 





SEINE ST I R stop by the 
INTERNATIONAL  CENTER 


















Darcy  Asvitt 
Earth









 its move 
from the lower 
level of the 
student
 union to 




















people simply did not know 
about 
us,"  Coulombe 
noted.  "They would 
walk
 
right  by and not know 
we 
were

























services  on 
everything from
 snowskis 
to tents to tennis
 rackets, 
Earth  Toys 
has
 free 
pamphlets and information 





possible due to more 
space 
is ski "tune-ups." A tune-
up includes hot wax, flat 
file, 
sharpening








recommendations  to 
other
 
shops in the area are made. 
Because
 of their low 
overhead,
 Earth Toys 
can 
offer 
rental equipment at a 
discount 

















to reserve ski 
equipment in 
advance, 
since it is in heavy 
demand.
 
Reservations must be 
made by the Monday 
before the day the renter 
intends to go, Coulombe 
said.  
Earth Toys, which has 
been in operation
 since 
1972, is funded by the AS.. 
Funding
 will 
continue  for 
four
 years, at 
the end of 
which, Earth 
Toys will be 
self-sufficient

























































trainer  on 
Friday, 



































 he he 
appeared
 to 
































































one  that 
was
 sent 

























belongs  to 
the
 heavenly 














photo by Shannon L eso 
Earth Toys manager 
Gary Coulombe returns a pair
 of student -rented skis to 
the racks. Located 
next to the Student Union,
 Earth Toys caters to 
students'  
needs. Coulombe
 said although a lot of the
 skis are new they look 
older 
because of the harsh







will be held in the SJSU 
Art 
Department
 from 11 a.m.
 




formation call Leroy 
Parker in 
the  Art Depart-
ment. 
   
The Student Dietetic 
Association will meet 
tomorrow at 12:30 in the 
Home Ec Building, room 





   
Flying Twenty will 
hold a general meeting 
tomorrow at 7:30
 p.m. in 




from Oakland FSS will be 
the speaker and 
the movie 
"Dawn Flight" will be 
shown.
 Everyone is in-
vited. For more 
in-
formation call Jason Dahl 
at 277-7878. 
   
The English Depart-
ment needs reading 
tutors 
for
 foreign students. One to 
three units are 
available. 
See Ruth Roche for in-





 10 a.m. 
to noon; 
Tuesday -
Thursday, 1 a.m. to 1 p.m.; 
Wednesday, noon to 2 p.m., 
















ELKHART, Ind. ( AP I - 
- A judge
 refused on Friday 
to block
 prosecution of 
Ford 
Motor  Co. on criminal 
charges 
stemming from 
the deaths of three young 
women in a fiery rear -end 






Donald W. Jones sifted 
through
 more than 200
 
pages  of legal 
briefs  before 



































 an Elkhart County 
grand










 were killed Aug. 10 
when their 
1973 Pinto sedan 
exploded in flames
 when it 
was 
struck from the 
rear  
by a van









4 2 E. 
SANTA CLARA 
ST. 






















HOUR: 8 AM 






















































































































































aye had to 
endure  the 
ustraions
 one 
would  feel 
he had






3nded  him 
his 
prize  of 
)thing more 
than a home 






bowl  games 
iat 
floods  every 
family's 
ring





der vacations watching, 




ence to a bowl invitation 
as probably been from
 a 
tend or relative to spend 
ew Year's Day in front of 
ie TV set. 
Seeing that it might be 
nother eight years before 
PCAA club receives a 
Dwl
 bid, members of the 
CAA have tentatively
 
orked out an agreement 
ith the Mid -American 
onference and have 
irned to the 





Plans are underway 
r a post -season 
clash  
!tween the winners of the 
CAA and MAC in Fresno, 
here it is 
hoped that a 
1,000 seat stadium will  be 
unpleted  in time for the 
itial contest, slated for 
ecember
 1980. 
Members of the PCAA 
Bowl Committee visited 
Fresno last 
week  to 
research the feasibility of 
that city 
hosting the event. 
Items of 
concern  to the 
committee included 
the 
status of Fresno State 
University's proposed 
stadium expansion and 
community's ability to 
form an organization to 
proplerly produce and 








been a rather smooth one 
thus far, things would get a 
bit shaky if key deadlines 
aren't meant and avid 




established. These were 
two strikes against the 
now -defunct "Pasadena 
Only 15,224 people 
showed up. And that's quite 
a few empty




















"One of the problems 
that the 
task group in 
Fresno is trying to 
figure
 
out is how 




 'would be 
the biggest show in 
town'  
game. 
According to PCAA 
Commissioner Lewis 
Cryer, the committee, 
which included Athletic 
Directors from four PCAA 
campuses, came away 
pleased and 
positive  on 
both counts. 
"The concept of a  bowl 
game is exciting to all of 
our conference
 members. 
It is the next logical step in 
the maturing process of 
one 








 steps in 
December  of 
last
 year at 
the conference 
meeting  in 
Long 




the site of the 
proposed 
Bowl"
 whose tenure lasted 






a bowl game bet-
ween the champions of the 
PCAA and Missouri Valley
 




whopping  5-5 
record; against Memphis 
State,  which brought an 
awesome  4-6-1 mark to 
California. The Spartans 
bombed out 28-9. The at-
tendence figures were an 
even 
bigger  bust. 
Despite 
selling  16,000 





 said, "We'll be 
lucky if 20,00 people show 
up and that's 
what we'll 
need  to break even." 












size,  but the key 
to economic sucess
 of a 
bowl game 
can only be 
determined
 by the 
backing  
support























should  be 
the  
last 
worry  on 
Cryer's
 mind. 
"One of the advantages 
of having a bowl game in 
Fresno is that it is isolated 
from the major sports 
centers. That's 
one reason 
I feel the Pasadena Bowl 
failed. A bowl game in 
Fresno is going to be the 
Spartan 
sports  scrutinized 

































It will be titled 
"Scrutiny
 on Sports," in 
which a topic of general 
interest to SJSU 
students
 will be 
presented, and readers 
are invited to respond to 
the issue
 either in 
writing or by telephone. 
Opinions 
will  be 
published  at the 
discretion 
of the 
partan Daily sports 
aff. 
Written opinions 




typewritten  pages. 
The 
results






after  the topic is 
presented.  
Responses
 may be 
sent to the Sports Desk, 
'  Spartan 
Daily,
 San Jose 
State University 95192; 
or may be dropped by 
the Spartan 
Daily  
newsroom on the sports 
desk. Typewritten, 
double-spaced respons-
es are preferred. 
To telephone in a 
response, call 277-3184 
afternoons from noon to 
1:30 and from 2 to 4 p.m. 
Names, majors and 
class standings of 
respondants 
will be 
printed unless otherwise 
requested. 
This week's topic: 





compete with the 
Goliaths of major 
college football? Does 
this school have the 
resources, community 
support or inclination to 
battle the
 big football 
schools on 
even terms, 
or should the school de-
emphasize the grid 
sport and concentrate
 
on excelling at a lower 
level?
 
All responses must 
be in by Wednesday
 
afternoon at 4. Results 









- at East-West 
All  Star 
'lassie at Oregon Stale, 7:30 p.m. 
Tuesday
 
Baseball  - vs. 
Stanford  at 
TunicIpal Stadium, 2:30 p.m. 
Thursday 
Baskettoll - at 
Fullerton  State. 
I Wrestling - at Cal Poly, San 
...Also°, 730 p.m. 
Tennis - vs. Santa Clara 
at 





 Santa Clara, 2,30 
Judo - Collegiate 
Novice  and 
Irown Belt 
tournament,  II:30 p.m. 
Golf - 5 -way meet at LW -Davis. 
II day. 
Wrestling - at long Beach 






Raschell vs. Santa Clara 121.1 
lunicipal Medium. noon. 
Swimming '-at Pepperdine. I 
Basketball
 - at 1,1('Irvine, 7:30 
 m 
Gymnastics - vs. long Beach 
.late and Portland Stale, 730 p.m. 
Wrestling - al Blois In. 
national, tam, 
WOMEN 
GymnasUrs - at Stanford, 7:M 
m. Friday.
 
Tenni. vs. Santa Clara and 
'alifornift at South Campos, 11 p.m. 
iturdac.
 
Get the edge! 





Feb. 10, 17, 24, March 3, 
10. 1979 
9 a.m.-12:30 p.m., 
Business Classroom 110. SJSU campus 
Total 
cost
















San Jose, CA 
95192 
(4081 277-2182 















Jose  State 
University
 
To hear about some
 unusual career opportunities
 avail-
able to men and 
womenwhile









 avionics, finance. 
business management. to name 
lust
 a 
feware  among 
the best offered in 
or out of the military 
Find out all  the 
facts. when we visit your campus 
Monday -Thursday, Feb.
 5-8 
















force  group of 
community leaders has 
been meeting to find 
out if 
they
 think the game will be 
a success. I think we'll 
break ground for the 
stadium sometime in May 
The response from the 
people in the area
 has been 
great, 
so assuming we 
complete
 the stadium I'm 
positive we'll be capable of 




 two teams 
will even 




 those of Bourdet's. 
He was co-chairman of the 
Chamber of Commerce 
during the 1940's when 




 said he doesn't
 
forecast











 a more 
popular




 last game (1950)
 
drew 
about 1,500 fans, but it 
was  37 degrees outside,.
 We 
have  a different 
generation  
now. 
Football  is much 
more popular plus people 
have the entertainment 
dollar to spend. Fresno 
State  has drawn 
well in 
sports, and





favor of the 
bowl
 game and I 
think 
that's the 
general  feeling 
from the people 
we've  
spoken to." 
Lewis  Cryer 
A 
detailed
 report will 
be 





which  happens to 
be 
scheduled  for Fresno. 
Should
 the two conferences
 





Committee  would 









 so the 
target 






WhiteHouse  Staff 
member and foreign policy 




PROFILES  in CONFLICT 
Costanoan  Room 
Student Union
 
Co -sponsored by Hillel 
SISU 
Associated  Students 
"We've set up a March 
15 
meeting  date to allow
 us 
time to 
review  where we 
are 
with the necessary 
paper work, and to decide 
whether we might want to 
change the site 
or anything 
like that. We have to turm 
in a detailed report to the 
NCAA Extra Events 
Committee by April 1," 
Perry Moore,
 Athletic 
Director at Long Beach 
State and Chairman of the 






















1968-1975,  the 




spot in the 












 in its 
game, it 





 are interested and 
excited about
 the possible 
bowl game in Fresno. Our 
conferences are very 
compatible,  not only 
athletically,





























in Fresno. But 







































 &ours lobs 
Is od for 51.00 
Mom poor first downioo. 
Olusbood sod olio 


















 will spin 





Try getting a iCib 
without
 ill SCALE 
offers one to 
three





 or just a 














NOW, SCALE Is a 
free SJSU 
student community program 




 Fascinating Lecture 
Tells 
















through our door 
and said 
"I don't have 5100 
You would get 
Val  
36 HOURS LATER 
As we said, an absolutely 
fascinating 







cover hall, Speaker 







Dollar Heist" Movie 






many extras and 7 leads 
lhopefully
 found amongst 
no 
tras) Needed screening,  
processing and 
photography  
fees 0735 (Inc Free Pass to 
movie) Long shot, but who 




















No experience High Pay. See 
Europe. Hawaii. Australia, So 
America Career Summer. Send 
5300
 for Info to SE AWORLD. 
Box 61035. Sacto 
.CA
 95860 











 Not Deli SandS. Homemade
 
soups 
not  commercial 
Pep 
Drinks and





1976  Pinto 
Pony.






vw van '64 with '10 
Omit, engine 
(25,000 
miles)  Excellent 
con.
 
dition Inside and out
 $900
 or best 
offer. 326 8780 or 267 095/ 
'13 













Big Beau Redwood Desk 
w/bookshell Built on loots of 
room S45 
smaller one 135 Call 











makers and casn-iers 
wanted  for pit 






Ave.  S J 251 3714. 
Do 
you need








the  Alumni 
Association
 








 can receive one 
to three 













writing craft and 





























16801 and start 
earning  
next







EARN AND .LEARN 
(Study at 
work)
 Desk Clerk, 
Senior 
Citizen Residence. 2 
"day"  
week, 
Midnight  to 8 a.m. 1.1 hr. 
60 N. 3rd 2108750. 
Parttime,
 
Fulltime  10 Key 
operators
 
for tax season, 
Interviewing  now 
Tax Corporation
 of America 
1060 MInnIsota  








 15 to 
20 hours per week. Monday 
through Friday between 3:00pm 
and 
7:00 pm. Must be 
excellent  
reader
 will train. 1300 per 
hour. 
Call Mrs. 




Majors and other talented
 word 
















 strategies  for the
 
riends and Neighbors 
Program" 
Also 
gain  vital 
Knowledge  about Board and 
Care Surrounding SJSU.
 Call 
Judy  Capone 









































 pick up or 






All year job 
for student Phone 
798 4900,












American Service, 0350 
Park 












 firm moving to San 
Jose Talk with a fellow SJSU
 









Upper  Unit 
Completely
 
remodeled APR. built in 
vacuum, forced air,  













 St. from 
campus, kitchen, facilities, linen 




wk. share, S50 wk. single, 122 N 






guys and gals,  kitchen
 
facilities, game 
room.  color TV 
linen and 
maid serv fireplace, 
courtyard,
 parking, $32
 per wk. 
share.
 $55 single. 202S. 
IIM  St. 




 135 MO 
004/1113 1 blk. from campus. 
GOOD 
FOOD: Study hours 
279  
9473 1555. 11M Male. 










of 8245.00 and u 
tit Call 
Danny 2/2 
9946. Sun and 
Eve. 
24 
yr old liberal arts
 senior needs 
roommate
 for real nice 2 bed/2  
bath 
apt. 1/2 mile 
from 
Pruneyard




6th Floor West 
Hall Female Room 
Avail. Call 
277.8114  
Adult woman would like to share
 
large Willow Glen 
Horne with 
single adult person.
 Call 787 7712 






 a female companion to hue 
with 
a 
nice. handicapped man 
And  hoping the woman would 
like a longterm relationship i 
live near campus and my phone 
number
 is 298 7308 
PARTY. Pi 




 party Tonight. tiprn 
at Flapper 
McGee's Come 
dance to the not 
sounds of 












Select,,, I I 
752  8058 















 off S 
Bascom  on Stokes 
By appt 795 
5911
 








Beautiful color portrait by 
John. 
One color 





Call John at 269 7937 
services 
TYPING ACCURACY. 
NEATNESS. and DEADLINES 
GUARANTEED Experienced 
in Masters, Reports. Disser 
tat 




Department. IBM Sel 11 South
 
San Jose
 Blossom Valley Area 
Janet.
 227 9525 






images  by John 
are 
expressions












 John at 
269 7931. 
EXPERT TYPING 20 
years  
experience IBM Correcting 




 etc (On 
Graduate
 Typist List) 
Call 
Kathie Blossom 
Hill Area Mt 





 proofreading of 
term 
papers
 etc fast service 
SI/pg Sheila 779 9179 
Maiure 
Babysitter available in 
SJSU area 
Part  time 




 to use 
classroom knowledge in the 
real
 








group sk Ills while enc homing 
personal growth and 
satisf a< 
tion Make an indivgual impact 
























TYPO GRAPHICS. INC 
 Writing and 
editing  resumes 
 Medical 'Legal













with student ID 
cards For 
appointment
 call 2979091 
Prof Enp Tyist 
Fast. accurate. 
reasonable IBM 







Rates 792 4770 
Typing
 thesis term papers. etc 











Dan  K 
ood 
SAN 




those  days 





a pair of one
-run decisions 
to USE at Ulrich Field 
here. And upon arrival 






that his office had been 
broken into 
during  the day. 
The vandals didn't take 
anything, managing only 
to 
leave behind a broken 
window
 and a bit of grafitti. 
The USF Dons were 
more  destructive however,
 
sweeping  the season
-
opening doubleheader from 












 was a 
classic pitching
 duel, which 
saw the Dons emerge 
victorious  in 10 innings. 
The winning run 
came as 
the direct 
result of a loss of 
control












 empty when SJSU 
starter Randy Raphael hit 





 Then after 
a 






On came freshman 
Mark 
Langston
 to pitch to 
lion 
leadoff  man 
Joe  
Potolny.  Langston 
fared  no 
better, walking 






















































 at the 
Student Union 
load the bases. 
Menges then brought 
on 






3-0,  before coming 
back with a 
pair of strikes 
to run the count
 full. After 
Ragusa 









 off to 
an 
early lead
 in the 
first  





























 had walked. 




 in the 
bottom

















run came on a 
walk to Ron 
Pimentel, a 
sacrifice bunt by 
Ernie 
Hayden 






the  tie, 
until  the 
Spartan 
pitching  came 
apart  at the 
seams
 in the 
tenth. 




who  took over 
for starter Ken 









was  tagged 
with the loss, despite 
a 
gutty nine -and -two-thirds 
inning performance. 
Brown was the star of 
th second game 
for USF, 
smashing a tremendous 
two-run homer, in addition 
to a walk, single and a pair 
of
 stolen bases. 
SJSU took a 2-0 lead
 in 
the first inning of the 
nightcap
 on a walk to Matt 
Maki, a pair of Don errors 
and a single by Stuckey. 
But Brown quickly 
erased that lead in the 
third, when he rocketed a 
Dave Nobles serve far over 
the right field fence. 
USF took the lead in 
that same third inning on a 
controversial play.
 
Mike Mooney doubled 
for the Dons and with two 
outs, Tony Scoma drilled a 
single to left 
field. Spartan 
leftfielder
 Stuckey hurried 
a 
throw to the plate that 
appeared to have 
Mooney  
beaten, but 
the  umpire 
ruled 
him  safe. 
SJSU protested
 the cal 
vehemently, 












2 HOUR SEMINARS 
Ii 
"till md

















and a protewional model 
 Prole, t yourself learn the 
dangers  and how to he 
cool  
and alert Strength is not a 














 and obtain 










 10. 11912 
noon 













I anna Murray, 
prof fissional models
 
 I earn the requirements and 
time involved tor a part 
time 
modeling












 Polk 21 
sears  eX 
perivric
 f' with a 
nationally 
know studio 
 Ai tual 
dame  
31ef
 is and 




































































































































pinch hitter Chris 
Pedretti 
to 
force in a run, 
making  it 
4-3. 
The count





before  a high 
inside 
fast ball hit Ad-




who  made 
the play to 
retire
 the side. 
The  pitch would have been 
ball four, forcing 
in the 
tying run, but Addiego 
could not pull the 
bat  back 
in time. 
The Spartan nine 
went
 
down  quietly in the top 
of
 
the seventh inning, and 
USF had 






































"I didn't really expect 
to win both
 games," 
Benedetti said, "but we've 
got a good team. We're 
going to be a lot
 better than 
last year." 
The 




lose a pair to the 
Dons,
 a team they hadn't 




have played a 
part
 in the 
defeats, though Coach 
Menges didn't think so. 
"I thought we 
played  
well," Menges 
said,  "we 
just didn't 
hit. 
SJSU  righthander 
Steve
 Berglund breaks 
off a curve in action
 last season. 
The 
senior  from Cupertino's 
Homestead High is 












this  year 
supposedly
 reads - long on 






 short of,  
however,  is 
sophomore outfielder
 Brad Bennett. 
Bennett, last 
year's  Northern 
California  Baseball
 
Association  Rookie 
of
 the Year, smoked 
University of 
Paific
 pitching to the tune 
of 6-for -6 with eight 
runs  batted 
in,  one single, three 
doubles,





teammates  were almost 
as prolific in a 22-9 rout
 in 
the opener of a three -game
 NCBA series. 
The two clubs split a 
doubleheader Saturday,
 the 
Bulldogs  taking the first 




Reelhorn  went five innings to 
gain the mound 
win for Fresno in the first 
encounter, as the Bulldogs did 
all their scoring in the first five innings. 
I,efthander Rich Leahy
 went the seven -inning 
distance for Pacific in the second encounter, allowing 
six  
hits. 
In a Friday 
game  in Moraga, Tom Candiotti of St. 
Mary's handcuffed Santa Clara on eight hits as the Gaels 
opened their NCBA schedule with a 5-0 triumph over the 
Broncos. 
Candiotti sported a 13-3 reccord with a 1.53 earned run 
average last year, one of the best in the nation - and 
Friday Santa Clara found 
out why, stranding a myriad of 
baserunners despite managing eight hits. 
St. Mary's catcher Ron Colburn,  a product of 
Cupertino's Month Vista High, handled Candiotti's 
deliveries and also contributed a two-run double. 
Santa Clara hoped to gain revenge against 
St. Mary's 
Sunday in a 
doubleheader  at San Jose's PAL Stadium, 
while SJSU also sought retaliation against USF in a single 
game at Municipal Stadium. Results of those games will 
appear in Tuesday's Daily.
 
Santa Clara and SJSU hook up in their intra-county 
rivalry this weekend, with a single game at SCU's Buck 
Shaw Stadium Friday at 2:30 p.m. and a noon 









Friday Second game 
U. 
of Pacific   
104 00 010- 
9 12 4 
IJ. of Pacific   
000 029 - 3 7 1 
Fresno State   
246 107 Ilx -22




0-i 6 3 
Swanson,
 Unger 131, Moore i 
Si, 








41, Leicht 18) ad Holt, Sold 
Borth I.P -Swanson 
Santa 
Clara  
000 000 000 - 0 
X 2 
St. Mary's   
014 000 
00x  - S 9 1 
Torres, 
Litwat
 18 and Cummuss: Candioth and Coltiorn






Partite   
001 100 000-2 
4 2 
Fresno 
State   
031 020 









 WI'  
Reelhorn




























by the artist that 
brought you 
the smash hit 
"ANGEL  DUST -
Tickets available at Business Office 





-Reno   
000 002 
000-  2 4 2 
Stanford
    
101 101 I0x
 I 6 1 







Fusla. IAP - Young. 
Sunday 
USF vs. SJSU at San 
Jose  Municipal Stadium; Santa Clara vs St. Mary's 
2101
 PAI.Stadium Results will appear in Tuesday's Daih. 
'"--Get more out 







 reason you missed 
taking Army ROTC in your first 
two years of college,
 you can still 
take it in your last two. But only if 
you  apply while you're still a 
sophomore. 
In order to make up for the 
years you missed, you'll have to 
attend a special camp in the 
summer before your junior year. 
You'll earn up to a 
total  of $2,900 
in the Two -Year
 Program. You'll 
get some good management 
experience. And 
you'll get a 
commission as an Army officer 
along with a college degree. 
You'll also be eligible 
for the 
two year scholarships. Last year 
four of the nine SJSU students at 
Basic Camp received scholar-
ships. 
Call 277-2985, or come to room 
310 










 up in the 





you'd  been in a 
football game;
 yet you didr 
know what hit you? 
Consider  the San 
Jose State 




 game with 
UC-Irvine was
 a new cure 
f, 
insomnia along 
with  a perfect 
case
 for the local 
shrink.  
When it was over, the 
Spartans  found themselves 
the short end of a 62-61 score; in 
last place in the Ned 
Coast Athletic
 Association; and 
without  the services 
Wally Rank, their 
leading
 scorer. 
Irvine took a 
page
 from the Fresno
 State playbo 
and
 slowed down the 
tempo in the first 
half.  The Anteate 
set up 
deliberately  on 
offense
 and played 
a tough zone , 
defense. 
The slow
-down  offense took the fast break away fro 
the Spartans 
and when the snoring in the stands stopped 
halftime, the 
Spartans led 22-18. Rank had 16 of those 
points for SJSU. 
With the second half under way and the 
991  spectato 
looking for a pillow or a blanket, Irvine began to pick 
the tempo and the Spartans, still waiting, were 1( 
holding their positions along with losing their lead. 
Rank's injury came 




he went to the defensive
 boards stra 
and came down in a tangle with 
a teammate. Wally w 
finished for the 










Rank  out of there, 1, 
were able to open 
up on offense while they
 were standii 
around,
 almost as if they were 
confused."  
Right you are Timmy. With Rank gone, Irvine to 
control at both ends. Steve McGuire,
 who also finish, 
with 20 points, started hitting some bombs from all ov 
the court and it was the Spartans who had to scramh 
down the stretch. 
With 4:08 left in regulation, Michael Mendez ca 
verted a three-point lead to give SJSU a 47-46 lead. B 
McGuire, with help from Vic Conyers and Steve Rodger 
kept Irvine in it. 
The Spartans, down 53-51 with :35 left, called time at 
worked the inside as Steve Swarbrick tipped -in a reboui 
to tie the game and send it into overtime. 
Unfortunately, the Spartans lost Mickey Jackson
 at
 
Sid Williams to fouls. Thus, it was a small and punchle 
frontcourt that combatted Irvine in OT. 
Still, the Spartans scrapped as Mendez, Dan Sulliv 
and Bob Ferrante kept them in it. 
But in the end, the lack of quality caught up with Si 
Jose as McGuire got the ball inside on Ferrante a 
Bobby was forced to foul him. 
Irvine, who shot an atrocious 0 for 6 from 
the line 
the first half, were much better down the stretch. Tho 
converted 7 of 9 from the stripe,
 including the two I 
McGuire with two
 ticks left in OT. 
In the tomb-like Spartan 
locker
 room, coach Iv 
Guevara 









and  I don't know 
how,
 we wound up 
taking  t 
outside shot. 
"These injuries,"
 the coach 
continued,  "these da 
injuries  are killing 
us. I don't know 





there  are five 
Spartans who 
a 
below -par and 
on a 12 man  

































TOTALS 27 I 18 
62 

































Fouled  Rodgers, Jackson,
 Vablhams Total fouls Uc 
Irvine It SJSU 
Technical fouls none
 Officials Karen and 

























































































with  a 
third 






















Thinks You 're 
SPECIAL
 
HELP A CHILD 
HELP 
YOURSELF  
PREPROFESS1ONAL
 
EXPERIENCE 
COORDINATOR
 
RICHARD
 MAJAR
 
BARRACKS
 14 
277-3257  
